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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0594077A1] To provide a process which allows the production of a striped, multicoloured soap in various patterns, it is proposed, during
the merging together of variously coloured soap materials in the flow direction, to set at least one of the soap materials into rotational movement
about the flow centre-axis of the soap extrudate. Instead of the conventional straight-lined striped patterns, diverse patterns, such as wave patterns,
can be obtained, the design of the pattern being variable by the variation of the rate and/or direction of turn of the rotational movement. For carrying
out the process, a device is used in which the various soap materials are fed, via a respective extrusion device (S1, S2), to the discharge cone (4) of
an extruder, which device has the following features: a) at the periphery of the discharge cone (4) there is arranged an inlet channel (9) b) which is
connected to at least one extrusion device (S2) for soap materials. c) In the annular channel (9) there is arranged, so as to be rotationally movable
and so as to seal the latter with respect to the cone (4), a motor-driven manifold ring (13) d) from which a plurality of soap-material outlets (14) which
are open towards the orifice (5, 6) of the cone (4) and are fed from the annular channel (9) extend radially inwards. <IMAGE>
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